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A B S T R A C T   

In a society that is everyday more digitized, the legislation is slowly catching up with the latest frontiers of 
privacy related vulnerabilities, especially when it comes to the Internet of Things. However, studies have shown 
that the responsibility for data protection falls more and more on the shoulders of individual users, that are often 
ill-equipped to recognize threats and take the necessary measures to ensure their right to privacy is respected. 

Combining qualitative data from two different interdisciplinary studies, this paper investigates the different 
cultural traits of the Netherlands and Norway, aiming to answer the research question of how trust in the na-
tional institutions influences Norwegians’ and Dutch’s approach to privacy and IoT devices in the home.   

1. Introduction 

The home has always been a focal point of society’s activities and 
decision - making, providing shelter and security to its inhabitants [1]. 
Our society is going through crucial changes in its dynamics, also due to 
important technological innovations that brought widespread and 
broadly accessible internet, smaller, cheaper and more powerful sensors, 
artificial intelligence and machine learning [2]. The Internet of Things 
(IoT) in particular became the necessary and most distinguishing 
element of a futuristic imaginary in which objects around us come alive 
and take care of our daily life performing tasks and services [3]. At the 
same time, with the ever-increasing demand for connectivity, the risk of 
data breaches skyrockets [4], as IoT devices often come with a defi-
ciency in proper security systems and upgrade opportunities, especially 
the ones designed for homes [5]. 

Security and privacy are part of what Beck (2013) termed the digital 
freedom risk. Previously, risks were perceived as related to catastrophes 
such as food safety scandals or atom reactor accidents. However, with 
the digital freedom risk, there is no destruction or disaster. This new 
type of risk is the result of successful modernization, created by ad-
vances in science and technology, and it interferes with our capacity to 
control information, which is something we have previously taken for 
granted. Beck further contends that freedom is always secondary to se-
curity. Moreover, it is still to a large degree up to the individuals to seek 

awareness and information on how to protect themselves, while actors 
such as the EU are working on regulating and managing privacy [6]. 
Consequently, the assessment of risk and how risk is being managed falls 
between individuals and regulating actors such as the EU and national 
institutions. Moreover, since manufacturers and government policy are 
often intertwined [7], how individuals perceive risk and how respon-
sible for it they are is determined by cultural aspects. 

With the responsibility of managing privacy still in large part on the 
individual, this paper addresses the existing gap in research regarding 
how trust in national institutions can influence the user’s attitude to-
wards privacy when it comes to IoT devices in the home. To fill this gap, 
we adopt a unique qualitative approach of cultural comparison research 
between the Netherlands and Norway to make explicit differences in 
how government regulations and policies influence how people 
approach risk and trust with IoT devices in their homes. The Netherlands 
and Norway both have similarities in internet adoption: high internet 
penetration, political will to integrate digital technological solutions to 
societal problems, will and interest among the citizens to use digital 
tools [8]. However, Amongst European countries and their trust in their 
national assembly, Norway displays significantly more trust than 
Netherlands [9]. Meaning that differences that arise between Dutch and 
Norwegian participants are more likely to be defined by cultural dif-
ference in trusting policy. We aim to explore this assumption by 
answering the following research question: 
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How does trust in the government and its policies influence Nor-
wegians’ and Dutch’s approach to privacy and IoT devices in the home? 

In our contribution we use a cultural comparison approach from the 
perspectives of individual users of IoT products. The Data used in this 
paper comes from the collaboration of two different research projects, 
from the Netherlands and Norway. Both projects performed semi- 
structured interviews with participants from different households, 
multiple home visits and investigated the everyday use of domestic IoT 
devices and the informant’s approach to privacy, with particular focus 
on privacy in relation to the state and regulating institutions. 

The data was merged according to abductive analysis methods [10] 
and the cultural comparative framework by Thévenot and Lamont [11]. 
The next section of this paper will illustrate the state of the art and 
theoretical framework of reference for the research, followed by the 
methods section illustrating in detail the methodology from both the 
Dutch and Norwegian studies. In the results section we will start with the 
similarities of trust between Dutch and Norwegian participants living in 
the same household to argue that living with the IoT is not very different 
between the two countries. Differences then arise when comparing how 
Dutch and Norwegian participants trust manufacturers, their govern-
ment and policies. We finish with concluding remarks and recommen-
dations for future research. 

2. State of the art 

2.1. Internet of Things 

The fourth industrial revolution is bringing a drastic change of 
paradigm in our society by introducing widespread and broadly acces-
sible internet, smaller, cheaper and more powerful sensors, artificial 
intelligence and machine learning [2]. Technology is being more and 
more intertwined with the very fabric of our society [12], and the more 
humans become connected, the more they tend to inhabit connected 
homes. Even the environment itself is becoming widely connected, 
including in our everyday experience smart cities and vehicles and 
affecting industries and the public sector as well as individuals [13]. 
Today, the rapid growth of technology has seen the number of smart 
devices surge to a staggering 50 billion connected devices [14]. Due to 
the importance of the Internet of Things (IoT) element in our society, 
especially in recent years, scholars’ interest has been drawn to explore 
its characteristics in an abundant number of research works, from the 
pure definitions of IoT and the early stages of its application [15–17] to 
the effects of its implementation and whether or not Europe is (was) 
ready for it [2]. Furthermore, several studies explore IoT possible 
adaptation in smart cities and environments, households and services 
[18,19]. In the modern depiction of human life, IoT is the key to creating 
sustainable and connected communities thanks to the power of sensors 
and the engagement of citizens equipped with smartphones, cloud 
computing, high-speed networks, and data analytics [20]. For the pur-
pose of this research, IoT is defined as the interconnection via the 
Internet of computing devices implanted in everyday objects and 
allowing their management, data mining and the access to the data 
generated [21]. 

2.2. The risks connected to Internet of Things 

With the ever-increasing demand for connectivity, the risk of data 
breaches also skyrockets [22]. The Internet of Things has become the 
setting stone of the futuristic imaginary of a day-to-day reality where 
objects come alive and actively upgrade our routine [3], but at the same 
time IoT devices, especially home-based ones, often come with a defi-
ciency in proper security systems and upgrade opportunities [5]. A study 
from American multinational information technology company 
Hewlett-Packard (HP) about the most popular devices in some of the 
most common IoT niches in 2014 reported on an average of 25 vul-
nerabilities per device: according to the study, “80% of devices failed to 

require passwords of sufficient complexity and length, 70% did not 
encrypt local and remote traffic communications, and 60% contained 
vulnerable user interfaces and/or vulnerable firmware” [23]. Consid-
ering that every person in the world is expected to possess, on average, 
about 25 IoT devices, it is self-evident the impact that such abundance of 
vulnerabilities can have on our everyday life [24]. The hyper connec-
tivity and interdependence of the smart household devices has an un-
intended consequence: any device that is connected to the home 
gateway can serve as a gateway to the entire system. In fact, there have 
been several well-known security breaches of IoT-devices in later years 
[4], that only serve to highlight this problem. In his dissertation, 
Angrishi (2017) argues that these smart devices should be considered as 
computers that “do specialized jobs”, rather than as specialized devices 
with built-in intelligence [3]. Just like computers, these devices are 
often run by powerful microprocessors and well inserted in their 
network through the Internet. What really differentiates IoT devices 
from computers is that their design often does not include security at all 
[3]. Some of the reasons for this exposure may be found in their lack of 
well-defined perimeters, their highly dynamic and mobile nature and 
heterogeneity in respect to communication media and protocols [25]. 
Finally, a large percentage of IoT users have little or no awareness of the 
actual risks involved in connecting devices to the internet, resulting in 
careless approaches to the privacy settings [26]. The purpose of this 
paper is to investigate whether cultural differences influence the users’ 
attitude towards these types of devices and in particular their relation to 
privacy protection. 

2.3. The risk society 

With the IoT, risks are not particularly noticeable and there is little 
concern for sudden catastrophes or violations such as with climate 
change or terrorism. Ulrich Beck described the concept of risk as 
expressing an intermediate state where we no longer trust our security 
and believe in progress, but where the expected destruction or disaster 
has not happened yet [6]. While previous societies were challenged by 
threats and dangers caused by nature, such as disease, famine and nat-
ural disasters, modern threats are created, directly or indirectly, by 
humans and humans are also responsible for minimizing these risks 
[27]. Furthermore, these new forms of risk tend to be invisible, and thus 
require experts to identify and calculate them, and for scientific and 
media knowledge systems to represent them culturally [28]. Conse-
quently, everyday people must rely on experts to know what the risks are 
and how to manage them. 

At the same time these risks include an individualization of re-
sponsibility, bringing risk into everyday life of people and expecting 
them to seek out knowledge themselves and as such make decisions 
based on that knowledge [28,29]. Lupton (2016) adds that risk in-
tersects with digital technology in several ways, highlighting three as-
pects [30]. Firstly, the technologies are not only perceived as mediators 
of risks, but also sources of them. Secondly, using digital technologies is 
presented as exposing the users to risks. And thirdly, some social groups 
are defined as at risk in terms of the digital divide, focusing on a lack of 
skills, interests or access to digital technologies [30]. This paper touches 
upon all these streams as it investigates the how and where the users of 
Internet of Things devices place their trust related to digital risk man-
agement. Risk is here narrowed down to security and privacy-related 
issues with the IoT devices, which is associated with consent, data 
flow and control. As such, it presupposes that the users share a 
perception of privacy as a potential risk that needs to be managed. 

2.4. Privacy management and trust 

With the implementation of the General Data Protection Regulations 
(GDPR), the privacy management is intended to be placed in the hands 
of the consumers as a tool of empowerment, to give individuals 
ownership over their personal data and raise awareness. However, 
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recent studies show that these aims may not have been achieved. The 
majority of Norwegians have a passive, non-reflective relation to the 
GDPR and perceive privacy management as difficult [31]. 70% of re-
spondents to Berg and Dulsrud’s study (2018) found privacy settings 
confusing, while half of them also reported not knowing how they can 
protect their personal data. In comparison, a Dutch study by Strycharz, 
Ausloos Helberger (2020) found that the Dutch population shows high 
awareness of the GDPR and knowledge of their individual rights, but 
that they doubt the effectiveness of their rights [32]. 

Moreover, smart home technologies create the challenge of making 
personal data interpersonal [33]. Certain devices, such as smart lights, 
robot vacuum cleaners and smart assistants, are often shared within the 
household and collect data from several persons, although only one set 
of configurations of the devices is supported at a time. This makes the 
user empowerment through personal data ownership and control 
problematic as the households are treated as one unit rather than a set of 
individuals. Moreover, installing smart home technologies in house-
holds creates several non- or “extremely partial”-users within the 
household, leaving them more passive in relation to the devices even 
though their data may still be harvested (depending on what type of 
devices they have) [34]. Pink et al. (2018) write that living with data 
includes trust. “Living with and having to take responsibility for data 
manifests itself in the form of mundane and often small but relevant 
anxieties, which might be experienced as more explicit worries, niggles 
and sometimes feelings of confusion” (p. 3). To deal with these everyday 
anxieties, people generate forms of trust that allow them to carry on with 
everyday life [35]. 

We explore such forms of trust in this article and in particular the 
existing gap in research in relation to the influence that trust in national 
institutions can exert on IoT users. This research offers a unique angle of 
qualitative cultural comparison that involves the attitude towards IoT 
and privacy in the domestic context in the Dutch and Norwegian cultural 
environments. 

3. Methods 

The projects this research is based on are mostly qualitatively ori-
ented and aimed to gain an understanding of living with smart tech-
nologies at home from the perspectives of our participants. Since both 
projects are set up independently, methodologies differ, including the 
sample size, and we are careful to note that our findings do not warrant 
conclusive remarks over either Dutch or Norwegian populations. How-
ever, as comparative qualitative research is scarce, especially with 
emerging technologies, we emphasize the explorative aspect of our 
research and the conceptual understandings that emerge. Digital tech-
nologies have increased the data being studied, but generative sites for 
data generation via the mundane practices of living with smart- 
technologies are under examined [36]. That is, big data is used 
increasingly more for research, but what influences the generative sites 
that create big data is largely unknown [36]. Our qualitative approach 
allows us to fill this gap by exemplifying national differences and clarify 
issues of trust in government policies when living with 
smart-technologies and generating big data. Therefore, we use an 
abductive analysis method [10] to substantiate our qualitative findings 
with comparative cultural theory. 

Both Dutch and Norwegian interviews included a walk-along home 
tour, inspired by Pink et al. (2020) and Coughlan et al. (2013), where the 
research participants showed the researchers through digital tools such 
as tablets or smartphones how their technological devices were placed in 
their home [37,38]. This allowed the researchers to observe the par-
ticipants engaging with the material environment, infrastructures, and 
the atmosphere of the home - including other household members. 
During the interviews, participants were stimulated to offer 
re-enactments of their experiences with their devices [39]. 

The Dutch sample consists of 30 households where the main corre-
sponding participants were interviewed five times. Out of the 30 

participants, there were nine women and 21 men; aged between early 
twenties and 65+. Other household members joined the interview 
whenever they could. Participants were recruited when they had at least 
one IoT device in their home, different from work or entertainment 
purposes, and preferably an IoT wearable. Participants were selected to 
increase the variety in the sample by having unique IoT setups or due to 
relations with other participants (neighbors, family, friends) that could 
give additional insight in the social context of the IoT. Interviews were 
recorded with a GoPro 7 for audio and video data. 

The Norwegian sample consists of thirteen participants in ten 
different households, meaning that some of them were couples living 
together but interviewed separately. There were eight men and five 
women in the ages ranging from 24 to 81 years old. Criteria for the 
recruitment of the household was the possession of either a smart 
speaker, such as Google Home or Amazon Alexa, or at least three other 
domestic IoT devices such as smart lightbulbs, Smart heaters, smart 
hoovers etc. The participants were interviewed twice for about 1 h, and 
all but one of these interviews took place on digital platforms such as 
Zoom and Skype. 

To analyze our data we used an iterative process between theory and 
data as described in an abductive analysis approach [10]. We first 
started with a stage of data familiarization to find similarities between 
our data. During this stage we compared different IoT setups, concerns 
our participants voiced, and general patterns of consumption. We found 
considerable similarities in the different roles taken by members of the 
household and their trust in each other. This stage was followed by data 
defamiliarization where we rotated cases to generate conceptual dif-
ferences. During this stage we utilized the comparative framework for 
cross-national cultural differences by Lamont and Thévenot [40]. We 
used this framework as an analytical toolbox to systematically identify 
repertoires of evaluation between Norway and the Netherlands when 
discussing the topic of privacy and risk. This framework is based on 
principles of evaluation that helped us to focus on how our participants 
make their claims justifiable. 

Most important to our analysis are the principles of the ‘market’ that 
highlights performance, individuality, and consumer-manufacturer re-
lations; and the ‘civic’ principles that emphasizes equality, solidarity, 
and collective wellbeing. Other principles are that of the ‘industrial’, 
based technical competences; the ‘domestic’ on traditional and personal 
ties; ‘inspiration’ that involves creativity and emotional development; 
and ‘renown’ dealing with public opinion [11,40]. While our Dutch and 
Norwegian participants make claims that could be justified by com-
posites of different principles, we focus on the market and civic princi-
ples as they result in perspectives that logically exclude each other. That 
is, the aim is not to identify the principles, but rather how we can use 
these principles analytically to compare statements from our partici-
pants in relation to privacy and risk. 

The quotations of participants are used because they are illustrative, 
concise, and insightful without disclosing too much personal informa-
tion of the participant. The cases discussed are used to demonstrate 
exemplary differences and gain insight to substantial differences from 
the perspective of the participants. We are careful not to draw any 
conclusive remarks over the populations, however the principles that 
participants utilize are logically exclusive from their perspective. 
Therefore, we argue that our findings are conceptually generalizable. 

4. Findings 

4.1. Trust in the family 

To start with a baseline in our cultural comparison we find that on 
the level of households, Dutch and Norwegian participants show very 
similar patterns. Generally, in a household with two adults, one person is 
an IoT enthusiast and the other is more concerned about how well the 
IoT can be made to fit their home [34]. Consequently, we find that the 
risks about using the IoT correspond to this pattern; one is more 
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concerned about risks for the other(s) and the other is trusting of its 
partner. Erik and Frida’ Norwegian household illustrates this pattern 
between responsibility and trust. Erik, who is the self-proclaimed 
enthusiast and the one who brings the devices into their household, 
explains how he has the responsibility for privacy and how he tries to 
maintain this on behalf of both himself and his wife: 

I think we both agree that having a camera looking into the living room 
would be kind of creepy. So, we did not do that. Besides maybe having 
brief conversations about privacy with Google, like the decision to not 
have Google in the bedroom, she has left me with a lot of the responsibility 
regarding privacy. But of course, I try to not expose ourselves too much, 
mainly on the security part (Norway-N). 

While Erik is mainly interested in IoT devices as a hobby, privacy 
risks do arise and can be a topic of discussion. Still, the responsibility is 
mainly the part of Erik. This also means that Frida trusts Erik in making 
those decisions. Frida, on the other hand, is not interested in the tech-
nology beyond that it works. Instead, she is concerned with the aes-
thetics of the household, as she explains the divisions about IoT: 

I know that he has done some research. So, I actually trust him in that he 
recommends the best stuff to buy. So that’s what I’m doing. I’m relying on 
him to make that choice. Yeah. Because when I’m actually on, maybe if I 
go to the shop to Elkjøp or whatever, I’m like: "Oh, I will buy that and 
that". And they are pushing me to maybe buy something that’s much more 
expensive. And then I end up buying it because … I don’t know. I don’t 
have any … You know …. understanding of it. So yeah, I think it’s good 
that he’s doing some of the research. I’m more into, like, in the interior 
and pictures and which color we have to have put on the walls, you know, 
stuff like that (N). 

The role division between one person doing the research and the 
other focusing more on how it is integrated with the household is also 
common with Dutch participants. Such is the case with Anne and Wil-
lem, two teachers who lived in northern Norway before returning to the 
Netherlands. Both are interested in the IoT but, as Anne explains, Willem 
is the most enthusiastic about it: 

Willem finds out first, let’s say we need a kitchen appliance, then he goes 
all out and does research, ‘this is much better than that’. He really does 
come up with those things that make you think: “Oh yes, that’s right”. 
And then I’m the one who thinks: “do we really need thought or not”. So, 
with smart devices you [Willem] are the one who really does research. In 
terms of functions what do we need, what do we want with it, but also 
what are we going to need (N). 

Similar to Erik, Willem researches the IoT devices before getting 
them and makes the risk assessment, while Anne is more concerned 
about the necessities of their home. This follows a typical domestic 
principle based on gendered traditions [40], where women are more 
included for caring for the home and men are more engaged with 
maintenance [41]. A crucial addition is that the one doing the research 
about the IoT products, usually also decides on the safety of the product. 
As Willem explains when asked if he felt responsible for the privacy of 
his family: 

Yes, for sure. That’s really in the research before we buy the product. To 
know how to shield the product or if it’s safe. That is why we have 
consciously chosen not to have a baby camera in the nursery here in the 
Netherlands. Because lately there have been a lot of reports of things 
leaking through, and stuff. No, so privacy is important. Also, with the use 
of Cloud services, and so on (Netherlands-NL). 

Both Erik and Willem consider privacy issues when researching IoT 
devices, while their partners trust them in their decisions. That is, trust 
in the other is generally not an issue for Dutch and Norwegian partici-
pants, nor do they consider their partners’ decisions a risk. What stands 
out is when Willem explains his situation ‘here in the Netherlands’. 
When asked what he meant with that, he explains: 

No one lived around us in Norway. So, it would be immediately noticeable 
if someone came by with a van and stood there. And they don’t get much 
out of that, but here you live with so many people on a small piece of land 
… That the chance is much more real that something will happen here 
than it was in Norway (NL). 

For Willem, risk first appears outside the household by comparing 
Norway to the Netherlands and the density of their living area. Between 
family members however, trust and responsibility are not an issue for 
neither Dutch nor Norwegian participants. Generally, the IoT enthusiast 
is doing the research and, in effect, deciding the risk of IoT in the 
household. Other household members tend to be trusting of the de-
cisions made by the enthusiast. While Dutch and Norwegians are similar 
in this aspect, Willem showed how differences arise when trust and risks 
are discussed outside of the household and corresponding principles of 
justification are invoked outside the immediate domestic sphere. More 
specifically, when considering how well their devices and data are being 
protected, the human-made threat of risk is managed by manufacturers 
and policy regulations. 

4.2. Risky businesses and manufacturers 

When participants shift from managing individual risks to the risks 
managed by manufacturers, participants generally play down the risk of 
breaches of IoT security. For instance, most do not see the harm of 
outsiders taking control over their lamps other than an inconvenience. A 
more pressing concern, in contrast, are the principles of trust partici-
pants place in manufacturers and their responsibility over their personal 
data. Consequently, this is where risks become increasingly intertwined 
on different levels, between partners within a household, manufac-
turers, and the level of policy and governance. This is illustrated by 
Gabriella, currently a Norwegian ICT student, when asked about trusting 
different manufacturers: 

I trust technology companies more than stores or chains like Rema 1000 
because Google is a technology firm. I think it is harder to trust any 
company that gets an app as an add-on. It is not a technology company; it 
is becoming a technology company. Becoming a technological company 
also means that you have like this old legacy of all technology that you 
have to work together with. But GDPR has changed very much how 
concerned I am. Because now the fines are so big that … yeah, that is kind 
of taken care of (N). 

The GDPR is one of the European sets of laws adopted by Norway as a 
result of their inclusion in the European Economic Area. Norwegians 
[31] and our Norwegian participants are, in general, trusting of this 
framework. It illustrates the compliance with the logic of a civic prin-
ciple that rules and regulation protect the collective [40]. Consequently, 
risks are managed simultaneously by the manufacturers and regulatory 
institutions of the government. While Dutch participants recognize that 
the GDPR shifts the responsibility of privacy somewhat, they still 
consider bigger companies a risk. As explained by Joost: 

I have a responsibility, but with the GDPR law that is mainly a matter for 
the manufacturer itself. It’s very difficult. The last whole story with that 
medical data from Google and eavesdropping on smart speakers and Siri 
and stuff like that. I find that difficult. If you look at big companies like 
Facebook, Google, Apple. No. I don’t trust them at all - I’m more afraid of 
those big companies that they will use or sell it themselves or I don’t know 
what. And those small businesses probably don’t have their safety and 
security in order. That makes it easier to hack. So, it remains difficult 
(NL). 

Even though Joost starts with his own responsibility, he expects 
manufacturers to take responsibility as dictated by law. However, unlike 
Gabriella, the GDPR framework does not translate into trust. Instead, 
expectations of manufacturers mishandling data persists even within the 
framework of GDPR regulations. The Dutch participants’ perceptions 
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are as such aligned with the findings of Bauer et al. (2021), where they 
did not find evidence supporting that GDPR has positively increased 
trust [42]. One of the main differences, compared to Norwegian par-
ticipants, is that Dutch participants are less common to refer to a civic 
principle. Instead, Dutch participants tend to emphasize individual re-
sponsibilities between consumers and manufacturers that correspond to 
a market principle [40]. As a result, risks are managed by the agree-
ments between the consumer and the manufacturer, whether big or 
small. Such a similar notion can be found with Hans who has a Ring 
smart-doorbell system. When asked who is responsible for making sure 
everything is handled correctly with his data, Hans replies: 

That is my own responsibility because if it says "the ’Ring’ has the right to 
all images that are made to broadcast it or do something with it", then I am 
the one who agreed to it and who has been stupid. It kind of comes down to 
that. On that side it is my own responsibility, but I’m not going to read 60 
pages in fine print about a bunch of “blah blah blah”. So, I think it’s my 
own responsibility, but maybe I’m too easy on it and my idea is that 
everyone already knows what they want to know. And as long as you pay 
for data, you’ll already be better off (NL). 

Hans emphasizes his individual responsibility by reading and 
accepting the agreements between himself as the user and Ring as the 
manufacturer. He also introduces the monetary value as a safeguard for 
trust. From a Dutch perspective, Hans demonstrates that individual re-
sponsibility can easily lead to a market principle without direct civic 
intervention. This does not mean that Norwegian participants are blind 
to a manufacturer’s monetary goals. This is illustrated by Ivar when 
discussing the responsibilities of manufacturers. 

You see from discussions when companies like Google are challenged that 
they are always on the defensive. They are not taking responsibility in the 
first place, so they have to be pushed, pushed, and pushed, which is typical 
for a company that tries to make money first (N). 

Much like Gabriella, Ivar is not blind to the monetary incentives of 
manufacturers but instead presses hard for more civic engagement in 
terms of responsibility and managing the risks of the IoT. The GDPR 
framework can increase trust in manufacturers although most partici-
pants may not trust the companies themselves. Instead, our Norwegian 
and Dutch participants expect that the interests of manufacturers are 
guided by financial incentives. Consequently, differences arise in the 
principles by which Dutch and Norwegian participants justify coping 
with IoT manufacturers. Dutch participants tend to follow a pattern of 
individualized risk and responsibility rooted in market principles. Nor-
wegian participants, in contrast, tend to push responsibilities for man-
ufacturers rooted in a civic principle and consider risks from using the 
IoT a problem that is best solved collectively. 

4.3. Safety-net of policy 

Individual responsibility and the responsibility of manufacturers for 
managing the risks involved with individual data is intertwined with 
policy and political intervention. A recurring example of this is the 
GDPR set up by the EU but also adopted by Norway. While participants 
trust each other in managing IoT devices, trust in IoT manufacturers is 
mostly substantiated by trust in policies that hold manufacturers 
accountable. Consequently, how well participants trust their state and 
their power to intervene becomes an important factor to assess IoT risk 
management. This is illustrated by Martin’s, who uses Sonos speakers 
and smart lights by Ikea, reflections on trust: 

I would be a bit more trusting towards Norwegian companies and Nor-
wegian entities, probably and we know that European companies have the 
GDPR regulations, which I think gives a bit more security; That they’re 
actually confined in some kind of framework, in a way (N). 

According to Anders, Norwegian companies might be considered 
more trustworthy, followed by other EU companies due to its GDPR 

framework. Considerable authority is given to the framework of policy 
regulations to provide security and confine risks. On a similar note, Ivar 
calls for more responsibility on part the Norwegian state as large in-
ternational firms are hard to trust: 

I think the national state should take much bigger responsibility for 
developing systems for controlling or surveying and monitoring what is 
going on. Because it is clear to me that the big international or American 
firms are not capable of taking any responsibility for all the bad things 
that could happen with systems (N). 

That Ivar calls for more responsibility by the state can be considered 
a response that is rooted in a civic principle and contrasts the interna-
tional or American based manufacturers that operate mainly by market 
principles. According to Ivar, operating by market principles limits ca-
pabilities of taking responsibility and managing risks. Consequently, the 
call for state intervention for collective problems generally falls in line 
with a civic principle. 

This civic approach is in stark contrast with Klaas, a Dutch partici-
pant. For Klaas the interventions by the Dutch the government are 
considered overbearing. This is explained by Klaas, who has his own 
company, when asked if the government should take responsibility for 
regulations about digital data: 

I do think it is good that certain guidelines are set by the government with 
regard to privacy. But personally, I think that a lot of things just go too far. 
Actually, that whole privacy policy … My partner also works in education 
… Well, I’ve seen how that has already caused all that trouble in business 
-what it can do in schools- and then I think: “Guys, it does not make any 
sense anymore”. In that respect, I think everything in the Netherlands has 
simply gone too far in terms of regulations (NL). 

The aversion to regulation as being restrictive, according to Klaas, is 
a perspective that tends to limit state responsibility. While both coun-
tries use the GDPR, Dutch participants are calling for less intervention, 
whereas Norwegian participants are calling for more. An explanation for 
this can be found with Bram. A Dutch participant, when asked about the 
political system for privacy regulation, much like Hans using a monetary 
value to safety on an individual level, expects politicians to be similarly 
motivated by financial gain. As Bram explains: 

On the one hand it is a good system in itself, but it inherently has that 
finances are the guiding principles. And the ethical principles play no role 
in that. I think our society is organized that way. The best thing would be 
that people would be intrinsically motivated, also business managers and 
people who are shareholders, but that is not the reality (NL). 

Rather than aligning with a civic principle, Bram applies a market 
principle to the Dutch government where the market and its financial 
gains are expected to be the guiding principles. When asked if he would 
have confidence in the regulation that exists now, he replied: 

No. Well look, the problem is, of course the politicians can want what they 
want … You constantly see that companies go under or find other ways. 
And the things they [companies] do, they are always looking for loopholes 
in the legislation and it always goes further than you think it goes (NL). 

Bram’s explanation for the guiding principles of finance that guides 
the political system is a reason to distrust manufacturers for managing 
risks. According to Bram, manufacturers must stay afloat and exploit 
loopholes in legislation to do so. An alternative would be in Hans’ case, 
where paying for a service helps manufacturers. However, this still relies 
on trust based on a market principle where money is given to the 
manufacturers to manage IoT risks. In contrast, a Norwegian perspective 
would rely on trust based on the financial sanctions for IoT manufac-
turers imposed by civic engagement. Consequently, civic engagement is 
also aimed to reduce risk by holding manufacturers accountable, which 
appears to be lacking with the Dutch participants. 
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5. Discussion 

Norway and the Netherlands are similar in internet adoption by their 
high internet penetration, political will to integrate digital technological 
solutions to societal problems, and interest among the citizens to use 
digital tools [8]. To summarize our findings comparatively, we present 
the main differences from our findings in Table 1. Table 1 shows the 
differences between Norway and the Netherlands according to the three 
dimensions we used in our analysis: the family, manufacturers, and 
policy. For each dimension we describe with trust dependency how our 
participants are situating their trust. We then describe how risk emerges 
from these trust dependencies by comparing between countries. Finally, 
we identify the cultural principles from Lamont and Thévenot’s [11] 
framework of qualitative cultural comparative research in reference to 
our findings. 

In the domestic sphere, previous research on technologies has shown 
that the role division between technological proficient user and the main 
user is traditionally gendered [34,41,43]. The dynamics in the house-
holds about the management of IoT devices and their privacy settings 
seems to evolve in similar ways in both countries: there is a clear sep-
aration of roles that usually puts men in charge of managing the devices, 
while women are focusing mostly on the aesthetics of the household. 
However, Strengers and Nicholls (2018) suggests that men’s 

responsibility for IoTs may represent a shift in gendered housework, 
bringing an increased involvement of men in housework in the form of 
IoT management [44]. Additionally, we find that the responsibilities for 
decision making on settings and privacy also follow this gendered 
pattern; as shown in Table 1, women are trusting in the risk management 
of their partners. Therefore, as a baseline for cultural comparison, we 
find no reason to believe that there are differences in trust and the 
management of risks between Norwegian and Dutch participants when 
it comes to everyday uses of the IoT within the household. 

In contrast, we find that our Dutch and Norwegian participants differ 
the most when they discuss how they trust if manufacturers manage IoT 
risks sufficiently and how this is intertwined with trust in the state -its 
laws and regulations-that are supposed to manage the risks created by 
IoT manufactures. As Humans are also responsible for minimizing risks 
in their contemporary society [27], IoT devices are perceived as both 
mediators and sources of risks. Risks exposed by the IoT are not easily 
managed by individuals alone as they often lack the required profes-
sionalism. Consequently, IoT users rely on other parties -IoT manufac-
turers or the government-to manage IoT risks. Differences in how 
Norwegians and Dutch participants justify placing their trust in other 
parties have been illustrated by us using Civic principles and Market 
principles [40]. 

Following a civic principle shown in Table 1, Norwegian participants 
are more trusting of Norwegian and European companies because of the 
influence their state has and the adherence to the regulations imple-
mented. This is also evident in other studies, showing that Norwegians 
primarily trusted national online platforms with managing their privacy 
[31]. They also wish for a stronger presence of the state to manage IoT 
risks and privacy. However, compared to the Dutch participants, it could 
be argued that Norwegian participants are too trusting of the govern-
ment and too reliant on collective action to manage IoT risks. By relying 
on experts and professionals who come from the civic domain, mostly 
politicians, minimizing risk can become less of an individual re-
sponsibility and might raise concerns for the possibilities of individual 
interventions. Additionally, an additional layer of policy can have the 
effect of hiding some of the risks related to the IoT. Paired with up-
coming concerns about increased algorithmic decision-making based on 
big data such as the IoT [45], it can become more difficult for individuals 
to actively situate their trust. Countries with citizens that generally have 
similar viewpoints expressed by our Norwegian participants might 
experience an increased reliance on experts and decreased individual 
autonomy. Therefore, advice to policy would suggest emphasizing in-
dividual responsibilities in managing IoT risks. Professionalizing citi-
zens via digital skills concerning risks and safety is a viable option [46]. 

The Dutch, on the other hand, appear skeptical towards the intrusion 
of their state on matters of privacy and support a decentralization of 
policy concerning IoT risk management, as shown in Table 1. When it 
comes to the responsibility of manufacturers of IoT devices in the pro-
tection of privacy, Dutch participants seem to be more individualistic 
and drawn to a market principle than Norwegians. Responsibility is 
placed on the individual and their choices much more than on the 
companies that have communicated their policy, even if this means 
going over 60 pages of fine print. This means that risks are related more 
directly to their digital technologies rather than an additional layer of 
policy. However, the professionals in which Dutch participants place 
their trust and manage their risks are often simultaneously the manu-
facturers. Consequently, The Dutch approach to IoT risks can be 
considered individualistic while some problems have a higher need for 
collective action and civic engagement, especially when mega- 
corporations are involved. It raises concerns about pay-to-play politics 
and safeguarding individual rights, when individuals feel like they 
cannot trust their government on digital issues. With the increased use of 
big data generated by the IoT by manufacturers, better transparency 
about regulations such as the GDPR and its practical applications will 
require more attention even if citizens do not call for it themselves. 

Table 1 
Qualitative cultural comparison between Norway and the Netherlands.   

Norway Netherlands 

Family 
Trust 
dependency 

Partner trusting IoT enthusiast Partner trusting IoT 
enthusiast 

Risk Extent of research by IoT 
enthusiast 

Extent of research by IoT 
enthusiast 

Cultural 
principles 

Domestic Domestic 

Evaluation Esteem Esteem 
Qualification Trustworthiness Trustworthiness 
Qualified 

objects 
Patrimony Patrimony 

Manufacturers 
Trust 
dependency 

On collective push to manage IoT 
risk, 

On Individual 
proficiencies and 
responsibilities, 

On national and technological 
legacy of manufacturers, 

On monetary contracts 

On manufacturers adherence to 
GDPR regulations 

Risk Limits of collective engagement, 
reliance on IoT experts to protect 
a collective 

User agreements, limits 
of individual expertise 

Cultural 
principles 

Civic Market 

Evaluation Collective welfare Price and cost 
Qualification Equality and solidarity Market 

competitiveness 
Qualified 

objects 
Rules and regulations Freely circulating 

goods and services 
Policy 

Trust 
dependency 

On national state for developing 
systems for controlling and 
monitoring, 

On Politicians, 

On European regulatory 
frameworks 

On government 

Risk Overbearing regulations, Financial motivations, 
Loopholes in legislation Limited individual 

intervention 
Cultural 
principles 

Civic Market 

Evaluation Collective welfare Price and cost 
Qualification Equality and solidarity Market 

competitiveness 
Qualified 

objects 
Rules and regulations Freely circulating 

goods and services  
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6. Conclusions and future work 

Although we are aware that our findings do not warrant conclusive 
remarks over populations, they do offer insightful perspectives on cul-
tural differences that can be applied in future research and policy design. 
Norway and the Netherlands are similar in the way they approached 
internet adoption, focusing on high internet penetration, political will to 
integrate digital solutions to societal problems and high level of interest 
in using digital tools among the citizens. The dynamics in the households 
about the management of IoT devices and their privacy settings also 
seem to evolve in similar ways in both countries: there is a clear sepa-
ration of roles that usually puts the male in charge of the devices and the 
decision making on settings and privacy, while the female delegates, 
focusing mostly on the aesthetics of the household. When it comes to the 
responsibility of manufacturers of IoT devices in the protection of pri-
vacy, Dutch people seem to be more individualistic than Norwegians. 
Responsibility is placed on the individual and their choices much more 
than on the companies that have communicated their policy, even if 
with 60 pages of fine print. Trust in the companies is intertwined with 
trust in the state and its laws and regulations, and that is where Dutch 
and Norwegians differ the most: Norwegian people trust more Norwe-
gian and European companies because of the influence their state has on 
them and the adherence to the regulations implemented. They also wish 
for a stronger presence of the state in the regulation of privacy and in the 
development of systems for surveillance. The Dutch, on the other hand, 
appear skeptical towards the intrusion of their state on matters of pri-
vacy and support a decentralization of policy control on the matter. 

Future research on this topic could include an evaluation of the 
impact of the covid-19 pandemic on the users’ habits regarding domestic 
IoT devices and privacy settings as well as a follow up study on the 
evolution of trust in the institutions in both countries in the aftermath of 
this global emergency. Additionally, we found the gender differences 
concerning the management of privacy risk in the household somewhat 
surprising, especially when involving young couples. A more in-depth 
exploration on this topic with a focus on how to help the users bridge 
such gap would surely be of interest. 
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